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Romans

What impact did the 
Romans have here in 

Britain?


Roman mosaic art


Tamboo Bamboo


Musical Stories


Raconte-moi histoire 

(Tell me a story)


Gymnastics


Basketball


Swimming


Castleshaw trip


Loan Box from 
Gallery


Sound visitor


Number - Multiplication and 
division


Measurement - Length an 
perimeter


Setting Description


Battlecry


Now Press Play

In their shoes: my life as a 

Roman slave


Boudicca’s army


Roman Diary

Reading


History - Roman 
Britain


Online Safety


Sound


Geography

What can we learn 
from religions about 
temptation, right and 

wrong?




Year 4 Curriculum Overview

Geography History

Science

Ancient Egypt

*I know that there were some advanced civilisations in the world 3000 years ago 

and know that Britain was not one of them.

*I know about, and can name, some of the advanced societies that were in the 

world around 3000 years ago.

*I know about the key features of Ancient Egypt.


*I can describe events from the past using dates of when things happened.

*I know that many of the early civilisations gave much to the world.


*I can identify similarities and differences between periods.

*I can use words and phrases such as new, earliest, latest, past, present, future, 
century, new, newest, old, oldest, modern, before, after to show the passing of 

time.

*I can order dates from earliest to latest on simple timelines.


The Romans

*I know about the main events from a period of history, explaining the order of 

events and what happened.

*I know how Britain changed from the iron age to the end of the Roman 

occupation.

*I know how the Roman occupation of Britain helped to advance British society.


*I know how there was resistance to the Roman occupation and know about 
Boudicca.


*I know about at least one famous Roman emperor.

*I can order dates from earliest to latest on simple timelines.



